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It used to be that if you couldn’t – or didn’t – spit, you could silence the
haters with a nice aesthetic, an enviable work ethic or a good sense of
humor. People were appalled by Lil B until they realized he knew exactly
what he was doing and that nobody that prolific could be a slouch. People
giggled at Viper until they realized he was making his own beats and was
fucking great at it. Listeners laughed at Yung Lean before they fell in love
with his aesthetic, with all those dolphins and palm trees and iced tea
cans floating in midair. This was cloud rap – the oneiric genre that threw
all rap dogma out the window to focus on vibe – and it prepared the world
for the current rap revolution in which artists openly flip the bird to the
idea that rap’s value is defined by its rhymes.

Now, nearly a decade after the dawn of cloud rap, we’ve arrived at
Playboi Carti – a young Atlanta rapper who doesn’t really spit, has no
readymade aesthetic, has little personality beyond “exuberant,” isn’t that funny, and doesn’t even release a whole lot
of music. Yet he doesn’t pass his art off as a joke and gives no indication of awareness that most people with a
dogmatic view of rap will refuse to take him seriously. He mostly just strings ad-libs together and repeats them over
and over again until they’re burned into your brain. His most immediately striking quality as an MC is his
insubstantiality.

Yet his self-titled debut is one of the most enjoyable rap tapes of the year. Why? Pure vibes. It’s gorgeous, all woozy
chords and sidewinding synth leads. It’s immersive from the first strains of “Location.” And the landscape only gets
lusher as it unfurls. “Yah Mean” even sounds like something Joe Hisaishi might have composed for My Neighbor
Totoro. Often the beat will drop out midway through and do something pretty, as when the drums stop on “No. 9” and
producer Jonathan Stewart stabs out a few plaintive piano chords.

Long stretches of Playboi Carti pass without anything he says registering. Maybe this music would be better in the
hands of a really good rapper like Curren$y, but it’s plenty good within Carti’s skillset. And what ultimately matters is
that he doesn’t get in the way of his own music; you don’t have to strain to catch up with the narrative. Of course,
there’s really no narrative anyway: he parties, fucks girls, makes money, and that’s about it. Imagine what a
shitshow this would be if Carti slurred half-asleep stand-up or if he spat triple-time like his life depended on it. What
he does is perfect for the music he makes.

Beats and bars alike dissolve into something resembling ambient music, and indeed this is one of the easiest rap
tapes in recent memory to just throw on. It’s soothing, too delicate to really turn up and too cheery to work in the
hazed-out after parties around which rap and R&B aesthetics have revolved for the last couple years. It’s perhaps
best enjoyed as a soundtrack to simpler pleasures – like sharing a joint with a few friends, letting the music merge
with the smoke and settle into a comfy haze.

Ten years ago, a tape like this would be a niche concern at best. But thanks to Carti’s cloud rap forebears, rap can
not only be completely accepted as low-stakes background music, but can thrive on it. Carti’s a bona-fide
phenomenon and until he dropped this tape he was as famous for his SoundCloud singles as for refusing to drop a
tape to capitalize on them. (He threatened to splice together a bunch of “where the carti tape at” tweets for the cover
art; that he opted instead for a generic party photo is a shame.) A lot of people really like this guy’s music, and
though I suspect he doesn’t have quite enough star power to conquer stadiums, he’s a name we’ll be hearing a lot
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more in the near future.

Does this signal a devolution of rap? Was punk a devolution of rock? There will always be rappers with bars, just as
Johnny Rotten’s “I Hate Pink Floyd” shirts didn’t stop The Wall from becoming the biggest album in the world.
Playboi Carti came out the same day as DAMN., the latest from Kendrick Lamar – an MC who embodies everything
traditionalists value in rap while still pushing the genre forward with his forays into jazz and funk. While DAMN. still
made bigger headlines, Carti was far from overshadowed. People who like smart bars and righteous anger will pick
up the Kendrick album. People who just want something to zone out to will get the Carti tape. There’s no harm in
that.
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